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ARTH 3573 
HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN 

3 | german typography & rise of printing, renaissance graphic design  

Timeline 
}  509* BCE - 27 BCE : Ancient Rome (Roman Republic) 
}  27 BCE - 467 CE : Ancient Rome (Roman Empire) 
}  Holy Roman Empire: (800) officially 962 - 1806  

(but some would say beginning its descent about the 1600s) 
[“The Holy Roman Empire had survived over a thousand 
years when it was finally destroyed by Napoleon and the 
French in 1806.”] 

}  Crusades: 
}  First Crusade 1096-99 
}  Second Crusade 1147-49 
}  Third Crusade 1189-92 
}  Fourth (to Sixth) Crusades 1198-1229 

R E V I E W

https://www.history.com/news/rome-republic-augustus-dictator 

Timeline 
}  509 BCE - 27 BCE : Ancient Rome (Roman Republic) 
}  27 BCE - 467 CE : Ancient Rome (Roman Empire) 
}  Holy Roman Empire: (800) officially 962* - 1806  

(but some would say beginning its descent about the 1600s) 
[“The Holy Roman Empire had survived over a thousand 
years when it was finally destroyed by Napoleon and the 
French in 1806.”] 

}  Crusades: 
}  First Crusade 1096-99 
}  Second Crusade 1147-49 
}  Third Crusade 1189-92 
}  Fourth (to Sixth) Crusades 1198-1229 

R E V I E W
Timeline 
}  The Black Death, the worst case of the plague:  

}  First arrived to Europe in October 1347: 12 Genoese trading 
ships docked at the Sicilian (Italy) port of Messina 

}  From 1347 – (about)1452,  
it killed more than 25 million people  
= almost 1/3 of Europe’s population 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/health-and-human-body/human-diseases/the-plague/ 

R E V I E W

Timeline 
}  1450s: Printing Press 
}  Protestant Reformation: 1500s  
}  Renaissance (approximately 1300-1600) 

}  The Renaissance began in Italy during the 14th century 
(1300s)  

}  Reached its height in the 15th century (=1400s).  
}  In the 16th (=1500s) and 17th (=1600s) centuries,  

it spread to the rest of Europe 

Holy Roman Empire Holy Roman Empire (more) 

Imperial banner of the Holy Roman Empire - Reichsadler (Imperial Eagle) 
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Holy Roman Empire 
}  ROMAN EMPIRE (27 BCE – 476 CE) 
}  By the end of the 1st century CE, the Roman Empire was already the 

greatest empire of the ancient world. 
}  However, at the end of the 5th century CE, various 

economic factors and ceaseless pressure from barbarian 
peoples on the frontiers of the empire led to its eventual 
collapse in western Europe. 
}   An eastern Empire, based on Constantinople (now Ιstanbul), 

continued for far longer. 

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html 

R E V I E W
End of Roman Empire 

}  “In the 4th century (300s), Christianity was embraced by 
the emperor and was pronounced the official religion  
of the Roman Empire. This blending of religion and 
government led to an uneasy but powerful mix of 
doctrine and politics.  

}  Eventually, power was consolidated in a centralized 
Roman Catholic Church, the major social institution 
throughout the Middle Ages. 

}  In 1054 CE, the Eastern Orthodox Church separated from the 
Western (Roman) Church, in part due to Rome’s centralized 
leadership under the Pope.”  

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html 

R E V I E W
Holy Roman Empire 
}  HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE (800 or 962* – 1806 CE) 
}  The Holy Roman Empire was a loosely joined union of smaller 

kingdoms which held power in western and central Europe 
between 962 and 1806. 

}  It was ruled by a Holy Roman Emperor who oversaw  
local regions controlled by a variety of kings, dukes, and  
other officials. 

}  It had no official capital,  
but the emperors— 
usually Germanic kings— 
ruled from their  
homelands. 

}  House of Hapsburg 

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html 

Holy Roman Empire 
}  * “Pope Leo III laid the foundation for the Holy Roman  

Empire in 800 CE when he crowned Charlemagne as 
emperor. This act set a precedent for the next 700 years, as 
the Popes claimed the right to select and install the most 
powerful rulers on the Continent. 

}   The Holy Roman Empire officially began in 962 when Pope 
John XII crowned King Otto I of Germany and gave him  
the title of “emperor.” 

}   In the Holy Roman Empire, civil authority and church 
authority clashed at times, but the church usually won. This 
was the time when the Catholic Popes wielded the most 
influence, and the papacy’s power reached its zenith.” 

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html 

Holy Roman Empire 
}  “By the 1600s, there began an increasing end of the Holy 

Roman Empire and the beginning of the modern nation-
state system, with Germany divided into numerous 
independent states, such as Prussia, Bavaria and Saxony." 

}  "Germany” ≠ present-day country of Germany 
}  Parts of it have similar borders, but be aware it is not the exact same thing 
}  Even today, you can meet a German who considers him/herself  “Bavarian”, etc. 

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html 

} German Typography 
}  Rise of Printing in Europe 
}  1300-1500s 

} German Illustrated Book 
}  1400s-1500s 

} Renaissance Graphic Design 
}  14th-17th centuries (1300s-1600s), Europe 

}  Block Printing 
} Developed by China 
}  Enabled multiple copies to be printed and  

bound together 

Meanwhile in the Far East 
R E V I E W R E V I E W

}  Movable type  
}  Invented in China around 1000. 
} Made creating block pages faster. 
} Developed independently in Europe in the 1400s,  

though evidence shows that block printed items  
from Asia were present. 

Meanwhile in the Far East 
R E V I E W
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}  Movable METAL type  
 

}  Multiple sources claim different publications as the 
first, but printing via a movable metal type has been 
found to be present in (what is now) Korea as 
early as the mid-1200s. 
 

}  Gutenberg’s movable metal type (and press) 
invented in 1450s.  

Meanwhile in the Far East 
R E V I E W

Jikji Simche Yojeol, 1377 

} German Typography 
}  Rise of Printing in Europe 
}  1300-1500s 

} German Illustrated Book 
}  1400s-1500s 

} Renaissance Graphic Design 
}  14th-17th centuries (1300s-1600s), Europe 

}  Demand for books 
}  Paper production watermark  

By the 1400s in Europe: 
}  Demand for books 
}  Paper production 
}  Block printing  

(xylography) 

By the 1400s in Europe: 

This example shows what might be 
metal, but many of the blocks at  

this time were carved from wood. 

Jack of Diamonds, woodblock playing card, c. 1400 

}  The earliest European  
manifestation of printing’s  
democratizing ability 
 

}  Hearts: Clergy 
}  Spades (swords): Nobility 
}  Clubs (leaf-like): Peasantry 
}  Diamonds: Medieval Merchant 

Woodblock print of St. Christopher, 1423 

}  Devotional prints of saints 
}  Image and lettering cut 

from same block of wood. 
}  Used as religious 

instruction for  
the illiterate. 

These letters were part of the block 
vs. individual letters carved separately. 

}  Demand for books 
}  Paper production 
}  Block printing 

} Block Books 

By the 1400s in Europe: 
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Design of woodcuts attributed to Cristoforo Cortese, 1487,  Venice 

1407CE Latin Bible, hand written in 
Belgium by Gerard Brils for reading 
aloud in a monastery. 

1487,  Venice 
woodcut 

Also called: 
Blackletter 
Block 

Woodblock print of The Annunciation, undated Woodblock print of the letter K, c.1464 Pages from Ars Moriendi, 1466 

These letters were part of the block 
vs. individual letters carved separately. 

}  Demand for books 
}  Paper production 
}  Block printing 
}  Presses 
}  Concept of movable type 

By the 1400s in Europe: 
}  German (Mainz) 
}  Metalsmith 
}  Created Printing Press 
}  AND a mechanical metal movable-type printing 

press along with innovations in casting the type 
based on a matrix and hand mold. 

Johann Gutenberg 

http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/d7/c9/b2/d7c9b2351228085fd458c96cd69d0f5c.jpg 
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http://media.creativebloq.futurecdn.net/sites/creativebloq.com/files/images/2013/06/letterpress.jpg 

Why is this incorrect (aside from the typeface)? 

http://www.blogto.com/upload/2013/07/2013729-letterpress-toronto.jpg 

}  Term for printing with  
   independent,  
   movable,  
   reusable  
   bits of metal 

Typography 

Pages from Ars Moriendi, 1466 

}  Term for printing with 
   independent,  
   movable,  
   reusable  
   bits of metal 
}  Economical and multiple production of  

alphabetic communication  
}  Ranks near writing as one of most important  

advances in civilization 

= MASS COMMUNICATION 
 
 

Typography 
}  German (Mainz) 
}  Metalsmith 
}  Created Printing Press 
}  1450 

   independent,  
   movable,  
   reusable type  

Johann Gutenberg 

}  Type mold 
}  Individual, movable, reusable type 

Gutenberg’s Press 

Gutenberg’s type mold, from http://www.designhistory.org/images http://retinart.net/wp-content/uploads/media/images/gutenberg-book-changed-world/guten-typeB.jpg 
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}  Type mold 
}  Individual, movable reusable, type 

}  Ink 
}  Boiled linseed oil and powdered carbon 

}  Presses 
}  Based on large screw lowering and raising plates 

Gutenberg’s Press 

Printing press, from http://ipekel.wordpress.com Printing press from 1811, Germany, http://www.benjaminjaffe.net/home/history_of_printing 

}  Type mold 
}  Individual, movable reusable, type 

}  Ink 
}  Boiled linseed oil and powdered carbon 

}  Presses 
}  Based on large screw lowering and raising plates 

}  Used for 400 years with only moderate improvements 

Gutenberg’s Press 

Johann Gutenberg, pages from Gutenberg Bible, 1450-55 Johann Gutenberg, pages from Gutenberg Bible, 1450-55 

http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/d7/c9/b2/d7c9b2351228085fd458c96cd69d0f5c.jpg Gutenberg Bible, 1450s, printing press imitating Textura/Blackletter of illuminated manuscripts 
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}  All of these are in Latin,  
the official language of the 
Roman Catholic Church 

Latin = language/script • Textura = lettering/typeface Johann Gutenberg, detail from Gutenberg Bible, 1450-55 

}  The red and drop cops were added by hand (still),  
but all black text was done with the first true movable type. 

}  German 
}  Metalsmith 
}  Created Printing Press 
}  1450 

}  Going bankrupt before   
he could finish 

}  Loans from Johann Fust 
}  Foreman, Peter Shoeffer 
}  These two formed Fust and Shoeffer 

Johann Gutenberg 

}  Important printing firm 
} Dynasty of printers, publishers, booksellers for  

next 100 years 
}  Fust traveled widely to distribute 

}  Reactions 
}  First printer’s trademark 

Fust & Schoeffer 
}  German 
}  Metalsmith 
}  Created Printing Press 
}  1450 

}  Going bankrupt before   
he could finish 

}  Adolph of Mainz appointed  
Gutenberg courtier 

}  Gutenberg died 1468 

Johann Gutenberg 

} German princes and lords involved in  
power struggles 

} Many presses and workers left Mainz, 
establishing shops as far away as Italy and France 

Printing Spreads Beyond Mainz  

}  “Cradle” or “baby linens” 
}  Books printed from Gutenberg’s invention of 

movable reusable type  
(encompassing typography and printing press) 

} Until the end of the 15th century  

Incunabla Period 
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}  By 1500, HUGE increase in presses and the  
amount of books produced 
}  Books + religious tracts, pamphlets, and…  
} Broadsides – single-leaf pages printed on 1 side, 

eventually evolved into printed poster, ad, etc. 

Incunabla Period 

}  Some resistance from scribes 
} Color illustrations still done by hand 
}  Illustrated or woodblock print 
} Multi-color too expensive? 
}  Political pressure to continue craft? 

Old vs. New 

Copperplate 
Engraving 

}  Reduced price of printing to a FRACTION  
of its earlier cost 

}  Pivotal role in social, economic, religious  
upheavals during 15th and 16th centuries 

} Protestant Reformation of Christian church 
} Martin Luther, Germany, 1517 

}  Powerful vehicle to spread ideas about rights of 
men and sovereignty of the people 

Effects of Typographic Printing! 

}  “Protestant”  

} Human dialog could take place on a (global) scale! 
}  Stabilized and unified languages 
}  Illiteracy began its long, steady decline 
}  Radically altered education 

 
}  Press was first mechanized handicraft 
} Next 300 years leading to Industrial Revolution 

Effects of Typographic Printing! 

}  ITALY 
} Letter styles and format design inherited from 

illuminated manuscript 
 

} GERMANY 
} Woodcut artists and typographic printers 

collaborated to develop the illustrated book  
and broadsheet 

} Stature of graphic illustrator increased 

German Illustrated Book 

} German Typography 
}  Rise of Printing in Europe 
}  1300-1500s 

} German Illustrated Book 
}  1400s-1500s 

} Renaissance Graphic Design 
}  14th-17th centuries (1300s-1600s), Europe 
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} Nuremberg, Germany becomes printing center 

German Illustrated Book 

} Nuremberg, Germany becomes printing center 
} ANTON KOBERGER 

} Germany’s esteemed printer 

German Illustrated Book 

Anton Koberger, pages from Nuremberg Chronicle, paper and ink, 1493 

}  An illustrated world history, 
following the story of human 
history as relayed in the Bible. 

}  Includes the histories of a 
numbers of important 
Western cities. 

Anton Koberger, pages from Nuremberg Chronicle, paper and ink, 1493 

}  Diversity of page layouts  
}  Full-page illustrations 
}  Also pages of just text  
}  Sturdy Textura types 

with rounded strokes 
}  Overall dense texture  

Anton Koberger, pages from Nuremberg Chronicle, paper and ink, 1493 

} Nuremberg, Germany becomes printing center 
} ANTON KOBERGER 

} Germany’s esteemed printer 
} ALBRECHT DüRER  

(1471-1528) 
} German painter, engraver, theorist, 

printmaker 

German Illustrated Book 

Albrecht Dürer, (detail from) Self-Portrait, 1500s Albrecht Dürer,  The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, 1498 
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Albrecht Dürer,  The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, 1498 

}  The third and most famous woodcut from Dürer's series of illustrations for The Apocalypse, the Four Horsemen 
presents a dramatically distilled version of the passage from the Book of Revelation (6:1–8):  
 
 

}  "And I saw, and behold, a white horse, and its rider had a bow; and a 
crown was given to him, and he went out conquering and to 
conquer. When he opened the second seal, I heard the second living 
creature say, 'Come!’  
And out came another horse, bright red; its rider was permitted to 
take peace from the earth, so that men should slay one another; and 
he was given a great sword. When he opened the third seal, I heard 
the third living creature say, 'Come!’  
And I saw, and behold, a black horse, and its rider had a balance in 
his hand; … When he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of 
the fourth living creature say, 'Come!’  
And I saw, and behold, a pale horse, and its rider's name was Death, 
and Hades followed him; and they were given great power over a 
fourth of the earth; to kill with sword and with famine and with 
pestilence and by wild beasts of the earth."  

Albrecht Dürer,  The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, 1498 

(L to R):  

} Death 
}  Sweeping citizens and a king 

into the jaws of Hades. 

}  Famine 
}  With empty scales 

} War 
}  With raised sword 

}  Plague  
(or Pestilence) 
}  With bow 

Albrecht Dürer, The Life of the Virgin, 1511 

} Nuremberg, Germany becomes printing center 
} ANTON KOBERGER 

} Germany’s esteemed printer 
} ALBRECHT DüRER (1471-1528) 

} German painter, theorist, printmaker 
} Became major influence on cultural 

exchange between Italian and  
Northern Renaissance 

German Illustrated Book 

Albrecht Dürer, from Underweisung der Messung, 1525  

}  Dürer's introduction of 
classical motifs into 
Northern art, through his 
knowledge of Italian artists 
and German humanists, 
have secured his reputation 
as one of the most 
important figures of the 
Northern Renaissance.  
 

}  This is reinforced by his 
theoretical treatises, which 
involve principles of 
mathematics, perspective 
and ideal proportions. 

Albrecht Dürer, from Underweisung der Messung, 1525  

}  This inspired  
Underweisung der Messung  
(A Course in the Art of  
Measurement with Compass  
and Ruler) in 1525  

}  Theoretical discussions of linear 
geometry, 2-D construction  

}  Explains application to 
architecture, decoration, 
engineering, and letterforms. 

Albrecht Dürer, from Underweisung der Messung, 1525  Albrecht Dürer, from Underweisung der Messung, 1525  
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} German Typography 
}  Rise of Printing in Europe 
}  1300-1500s 

} German Illustrated Book 
}  1400s-1500s 

} Renaissance Graphic Design 
}  14th-17th centuries (1300s-1600s), Europe 

Leonardo Da Vinci, Study of proportions, from Vitruvius's De Architectura, c. 1487;  Michelangelo, David, 1504 

}  “revival” or “rebirth” 
} The rediscovery of classical (=ancient 

Greece and Rome) ancient Greece and 
Rome philosophy, literature and art. 

} The period marking the transition from the 
medieval to the modern world 

Renaissance 

Artist(s) unknown,  Augustus of Prima Porta, c. 1 CE ;  Michelangelo, David, 1504 CE 

} But this is about  
the history of  
graphic design 
} Innovative book design 
} Roman typeface 

Renaissance Development of roman typeface (serif) 

https://blog.thepapermillstore.com/history-of-typography-italian-inspiration/ 
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} Germans to Italy 
} Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta 

¨ German printers who were invited by a cardinal in a 
Benedictine monastery in Subiaco, Italy 

¨ To publish Latin classics and the cardinal’s writings 
 

}  “Cultural tradition ensured that German  
  typography and type design remained true to the  
  gothic/blackletter spirit.”  (< aka “Textura”) 
 

Development of roman typeface (serif) 

Classical Antiquity  
Capitalis Monumentalis 

Carolingian “Roman” 

INFLUENCES 

Gutenberg Bible, 1450s, printing press imitating Textura/Blackletter of illuminated manuscripts 

Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta, 1465 (top) and 1467 (bottom) 

}  Johannes de Spira 
} De Spira changed the vertical stress and 

strong angles of Textura that remained in 
Sweynheym and Pannartz typefaces to an 
organic unity of horizontal, vertical, diagonal, 
circular forms. 

Italy 

Johannes de Spira, 1469  

Johannes de Spira, 1469  

Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta, 1465 (top) and 1467 (bottom) 

} Nicolas Jenson (France to Venice, Italy) 
} Wider letterforms 
} Lighter tone 
} More even texture of black strokes on  

white ground 

Italy 

Nicolas Jenson, 1470  

Typeface by de Spira. 
Printed by de Spira.  
Illumination by 
Pliny, the Elder.  

History Naturalis,  
First printed edition published by  
Johannes de Spira, Venice, 1469. 
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Some lines of Jenson’s roman from his Eusebius, Venice 1470. 

Johannes de Spira, 1469  

Nicolas Jenson, 1470  

(attributed to) Nicolas Jenson, mark for the Society of Venetian Printers, 1481  

}  Erhard Ratdolt (Germany to Italy) 

Italy 

Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, Bernhard Maler, title page of Calendarium, 1476 Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, Bernhard Maler, page from Calendarium, 1476 

}  Erhard Ratdolt 
} Aldus Manutius 

} Aldine Press 

Italy 

Aldus Manutius, printer’s trademark, c. 1500    “Make haste slowly.” 
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}  Erhard Ratdolt 
} Aldus Manutius 

} Aldine Press 
} Pocket books 
} Employed Francesco de Bologna (Griffo) 
¨ Typeface designer 

Italy 

Aldus Manutius, page using Griffo’s Bembo typeface in De Aetna, 1495-96 Aldus Manutius, page using Griffo’s Bembo typeface in De Aetna by Pietro Bembo, 1495-96 

Bembo typeface (from FONT today) 

Carolingian Roman 

Conrad Sweynheym 

Arnold Pannarta 

Johannes de Spira, 1469  

Nicolas Jenson, 1470  

Bembo 

}  Renaissance began to fade with  
sack of Rome (again) in 1527  
} And absurd 50-year effort by French kings to 

conquer Italy 
} Never totally successful, but cultural vitality of 

Italian Renaissance imported to France 

France 

}  16th century –  
Golden Age of French Typography 

France 

}  Professor, scholar, translator, poet, author, 
publisher, printer, bookseller, calligrapher, 
designer, illustrator, engraver 

}  Reformer of French language 
}  Introduced the apostrophe, accent, cedilla 

}  Illustrated, published, bound, printed 
books with approach as trained craftsman 

Geoffroy Tory 

Geoffroy Tory, capital from series of criblé initials, c. 1526 
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}  Professor, scholar, translator, poet, author, 
publisher, printer, bookseller, calligrapher, 
designer, illustrator, engraver 

}  Reformer of French language 
}  Introduced the apostrophe, accent, cedilla 

}  Illustrated, published, bound, printed books with 
approach as trained craftsman 
} Rid dense, claustrophobic page layout 

and heavy Gothic typography from 
French printing 

Geoffroy Tory 

}  Champ Fleury, 1529 
} “the art and science of the proper and true 

proportions of the attic letters, which are 
otherwise called antique letters, and in 
common speech, roman letters” 

} Book 1: Fixed pronunciation and speech  
to French language 

} Book 2: Discusses history of roman 
letters 

Geoffroy Tory 

Geoffroy Tory, from Champ Fleury, 1529 

Geoffroy Tory, Champ Fleury, 1529 

}  Champ Fleury, 1529 
} “the art and science of the proper and true 

proportions of the attic letters, which are 
otherwise called antique letters, and in 
common speech, roman letters” 

} Book 1: Fixed pronunciation and speech  
to French language 

} Book 2: Discusses history of roman letters 
} Book 3: Tory’s designs for 13 alphabets  

Geoffroy Tory 

Geoffroy Tory, from Champ Fleury, 1529 

}  First punchcutter to work independently of  
type foundry 
} To sell printers cast type ready to distribute to 

compositor’s case 

Claude Garamond 

Pages from Ars Moriendi, 1466 

}  First punchcutter to work independently of  
type foundry 
} To sell printers cast type ready to distribute to 

compositor’s case 
} Garamond typeface (cut during 1540s) 

} They fit – allowed closer word spacing 
} Harmony of design between capitals, lowercase 

Claude Garamond 
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Garamond typeface Garamond font of updated typeface 

} Nuremberg  Germany 
}  Venice  Italy 
}  Paris  France 
}  Basel  Switzerland 
}  Lyons  France 

Design Centers 

Johann Oporinus (printer), page from De Humani Corporis Fabrica Librorum Epitome, 1543 

}  Pirated version 
became first 
successful book  
with copperplate-
engraved 
illustrations copied 
from woodcuts 

} March 1, 1562, conflict between French troops 
and Reformed church congregations = massacre 

}  Began 4 decades of religious wars ending the 
innovation of golden age of French typography 

} Design centers to Antwerp and Amsterdam 
} Christophe Plantin 

Chstophe Plantin, title page for  
Centum Fabulae ex Antiquis, 1567 

} Main contribution: 
Use of copperplate 
engravings instead of 
woodcuts to illustrate 
his books   

} Replaced woodcut 
as the major 
technique 
throughout Europe  

}  Literary genius 
} Newspapers 
} Copperplate engraving 

17th Century 

TYPEFACE  
STRUCTURE 
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